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Abstract

In the law of contract, a contract can 
specifically regulate a vis major (act of 
God) event and, once the event occurs, 
whether the contract still exists in the law 
or is terminated. If the contract is silent 
on an act of God event, the common-law 
principle of supervening impossibility 
of performance will also generally 
terminate the contract. Although a branch 
of contract law, insurance law deals 
with indemnity cover, which generally 
includes vis major events, rendering the 
common-law principle of supervening 
impossibility of performance irrelevant. 
However, in the insurance contract or 
policy wording, it is possible to limit the 
liability of the insurer for a specific vis 
major event. A contemporary insurance 
law example is the radius clause, which 
defines notifiable diseases as a vis major 
event in order to exclude the insurer’s 
liability. A radius clause is a unique 
clause in contract law and is susceptible 
to two different liability interpretations. 
On the one hand, it includes liability 
within a specific radius, while on the 
other it excludes liability for the same vis 
major event that originated outside the 
radius. While this may sound strange, 
the insurer accepts liability when 
the vis major event originated within 
the specified radius. It is clear that 
COVID-19 (coronavirus as a notifiable 
disease) is a global pandemic and thus 
it is difficult to argue that COVID-19 
originated within a radius of a specific 
policyholder’s place of business. This 
article considers the legal importance of 
arbitrary radius distances and whether 
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the courts are willing or reluctant to accept arbitrary distances pertaining to vis major 
liability. In addition, a brief overview of the Financial Services Conduct Authority (FSCA) 
is presented, and its attempts to regulate radius clauses in practice. 

Keywords: but-for test; radius clause; act of God; vis major; insurer liability; reinsurance 
contract; policy wording; COVID-19

1 INTRODUCTION

In insurance contracts, vis major liability is difficult to understand by laymen, since the very 
nature of insurance contracts or policy wordings is to cover an insured against any form of loss 
or risk — even vis major losses could be insurable risks. Some insurers will generally specify 
liability only for a specific vis major event or to avoid liability for a specific vis major event.1 
However, a unique vis major clause in insurance law is a radius clause. A radius clause is a 
blended clause that attempts to regulate liability for specific vis major events and simultaneously 
reject liability for the same vis major events. 
In terms of a well-known principle in the law of contract, namely freedom to contract, the 
insurer can choose the risk he is willing to accept in exchange for a monthly premium, and 
part of that risk could include a specific vis major event.2 If the policy wording does not 
exclude liability, there is a slim possibility that the contract may be terminated on the basis 
of the common-law principle of supervening impossibility of performance.3 This is due to the 
legal nature of insurance contracts, which is to indemnify the insured for any losses or risks.  
However, it is also possible to accept liability for a specific vis major event and to transfer the 
liability from the insurer to a reinsurer in terms of a reinsurance contract — commonly known 
as a treaty.4 In other words, the insurer is liable, but his liability is shared by a reinsurer who, in 
most cases, accepts liability for all claims submitted by the insurer.5 This last sentence will be 
discussed later in this article. 
An example of a recent case that was decided on the legal consequences of a radius clause is 
the case of Ma-Afrika Hotels Pty (Ltd) v Santam Ltd a Division of which is Hospitality and 

1 As an example, Guardrisk Insurance Company Ltd v Café Chameleon CC (case no 532/20) [2020] ZASCA 
173 (17 December 2020). 

2 Peters Flamman and Co v Kokstad Municipality 1919 AD 427 437. 
3 Ibid. 437.
4 Ibid. 435.
5 Moolla “Covid-19: Force Majeure and the Effect it has on Rental Contracts” 2020 De Rebus 13; Peters 

Flamman 435. Vis major, casus fortuitous or actus dei are similar, as they all deal with the impossibility 
of performance; Tuhf Limited v Lakewood Pty(Ltd) (2098/2020) [2021] ZAFSHC 41 (19 February 2021) 
paras 6, 24 and 28. In this case, university students could not occupy rental premises due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The question, inter alia, is whether the contract between a creditor and debtor is void on the 
basis of the supervening impossibility of performance. The Court quoted the following with approval: “As 
a general rule impossibility of performance brought about by vis major or casus fortuitous will excuse 
performance of a contract. But it will not always do so. In each case it is necessary to ‘look to the nature of the 
contract, the relation of the parties, the circumstances of the case, and the nature of the impossibility invoked 
by the defendant, to see whether the general rule ought, in the particular circumstances of the case, to be 
applied’. The rule will not avail a defendant if the impossibility is self-created; nor will it avail the defendant 
if the impossibility is due to his or her fault. Save possibly in circumstances where a plaintiff seeks specific 
performance, the onus of proving the impossibility will lie upon the defendant.”
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Leisure Insurance.6 This case dealt with notifiable diseases as a vis major event and whether 
the insurer (Santam) could rely on a radius clause to limit its liability for a global outbreak 
of a notifiable disease, namely COVID-19.7 Accordingly, the insurer accepts full liability if 
and when a notifiable disease originated within a specific radius, for example within a 40 km 
radius of the policyholder’s (Ma-Afrika Hotels) place of business.8 Outside the radius, the 
insurer is not liable; moreover, COVID-19 is a global outbreak.9 The Ma-Afrika Hotels case 
explains the legal difficulty of understanding the validity of a radius clause with reference to a 
global pandemic where the South African government tried to stop the spread of this disease 
by imposing relevant lockdown regulations.10 It is a unique clause because the insurer (Santam) 
acknowledges liability for notifiable diseases where a disease originated inside of the stipulated 
radius.11 The legal difference between accepted and rejected liability is based on arbitrary radius 
distances12 — some insurers’ radius clauses are either 40 km or 50 km.13 
In addition, the onus rests on the policyholder (Ma-Afrika Hotels) to present relevant evidence 
that the notifiable disease or vis major event occurred within the specified radius. Accordingly, 
a duty rests on the policyholder to submit relevant evidence that its employees were infected by 
the disease within the radius in order to submit a valid claim.14 As a result of this difficulty, I will 
briefly focus on relevant proposed legislation in the United States of America (USA) on how 
evidence should be presented (if any) for claims and how radius clauses should be interpreted 
in practice. I will also focus on the Financial Services Conduct Authority (FSCA) in terms of 
how to regulate/interpret radius clauses in the future and, lastly, I will focus on the Ma-Afrika 
Hotels case and why the South African High Court rejected radius clauses. Before I focus on 
these circumstances, however, it is important to discuss the citing of Santam (as the respondent) 
in the Ma-Afrika Hotels case. The citation reads as follows: Santam Ltd a Division of which is 
Hospitality and Leisure Insurance. 

2 A DIVISION OF AN INSURER — AN UNREGULATED CONCEPT?

In the Ma-Afrika Hotels case, the difficulty lay in citing a respondent that had no legal personality 
to a matter, namely Hospitality and Leisure; Santam is cited as a division of Hospitality and 
Leisure. In Anderson Underwriting Managers Pty (Ltd) v Constantia Insurance Company Ltd, 

6 Ma-Afrika Hotels Pty (Ltd) v Santam Ltd a Division of which is Hospitality and Leisure Insurance 1 All SA 
195 (WCC) para 33 where the policy wording states only for notifiable diseases occurring within a radius 
of 40 kilometres of the premises. In this regard, the exclusion is not properly expressed, and it is possible to 
refer to the common-law principle of the supervening impossibility of performance in this regard. If this was 
to be argued, and if the argument was successful, Santam would have terminated all its policies relating to 
business interruptions, therefore missing continuous monthly premiums. This argument would have a severe 
financial impact on Santam, and Santam avoided this argument in Court. 

7 As an example, Guardrisk Insurance 173.
8 Ma-Afrika Hotels paras 8–9. 
9 Ibid. paras 7–11.
10 Ibid. para 33 where the policy wording states only for notifiable diseases occurring within a radius of 40 

kilometres of the premises. In this regard, the exclusion is not properly expressed, and it is possible to refer 
to the common-law principle of the supervening impossibility of performance in this regard — this was never 
argued in the case. 

11 Peters Flamman 437 explains that an act of State could have similar consequences as an act of God and a 
contract could define when an act of State is equal to an act of God

12 As an example Guardrisk Insurance. 
13 Ibid. paras 8–9. In other words, within 40 km the insurer is liable and the moment the event exceeds the 40 

km radius by, for example 1 km the insurer is allowed to reject liability. 
14 FSCA Communication 34 of 2020 https://www.fsca.co.za/Regulatory%20Frameworks/Temp/FSCA%20 

Communication%2034%20of%202020%20(INS).pdf (accessed 10-05-2021) para 3.4 where the FSCA 
has no legal problems with exclusion clauses based on a vis major that is not subject to various different 
interpretations, for example, a proper vis major clause contrary to a radius clause. 
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the High Court clearly indicated that a division has no legal personality.15 Currently, in the 
short-term insurance legal framework provision is made for the following business enterprises: 
an underwriting manager; a non-mandated intermediary where both (underwriting manager 
and non-mandated intermediary) act as binder holders on behalf of an insurance company; and 
lastly, a cell captive insurer.16 In these enterprises, a company is either registered as a private 
or a public company, and as a result of a binder agreement, the registered company must join, 
for example, the words “underwriting manager” to its name. While the Company Intellectual 
Property Commission (CIPC) does not require the registration of a company’s name to include 
underwriting manager, the FSCA specifically requires that these words be subjoined to the 
name of an enterprise that acts on behalf of an insurer as if it were an insurer, for example, an 
underwriting manager.17 To understand the differences between binder holders and cell captive 
insurers, reference must be made to the Insurance Act, which defines cell captive insurance as 
a binder holder that obtains shares in an insurer.18 These shares are ring-fenced; in other words, 
the profitability of the cell captive is solely based on the financial results of the cell-captive 
enterprise. For example, in a case where an insurer is unprofitable but a specific cell captive of 
that insurer is profitable — as a ring-fenced shareholder only — that cell captive may share in 
the profits of the insurer. 
In the Ma-Afrika Hotels case, the court did not focus on the earlier explanation of binder 
holders or the purpose of a division. Accordingly, we may assume that Hospitality and Leisure 
Insurance was previously an underwriting manager that merged or amalgamated with Santam 
to form a division similar to the factual circumstances in the Anderson case.19 The original 
name of the merged company — Hospitality and Leisure Insurance — may be used by Santam, 
probably because of the goodwill attached to Hospitality and Leisure Insurance.20 It is also not 
a requirement to register the division’s name (Hospitality and Leisure Insurance) at either the 
CIPC or FSCA, since a division has no legal personality in the law.21 
It is, however, important to cite the above division in cases, since any judgment will have a direct 
impact on the contractual relationship between Santam and Hospitality and Leisure Insurance 
pertaining to the profitability of the division. Therefore, in terms of the above explanation and 
with reference to the Anderson case, Santam cannot be a division of Hospitality and Leisure 
Insurance, because the former is a registered insurer and an insurer cannot be a division of an 
entity that exists without legal personality in South Africa;22 in other words, Hospitality and 
Leisure Insurance is not a company.23 The citation should therefore have read Hospitality and 

15 Anderson Underwriting Managers Pty (Ltd) v Constantia Insurance Company Ltd (31466/2015) [2017] 
ZAGPJHC 195 (30 June 2017) Unreported para 54. 

16 Short-term Insurance Act 53 of 1998 Amendment Regulations made under s 70 Government Gazette no 
34877 of 23 December 2011 s 1 defines an underwriting manager, non-mandated intermediary etc; Insurance 
Act 18 of 2017, defines a cell captive in s 1. 

17 See in general Anderson Underwriting; Short-term Insurance Act 53 of 1998 Amendment Regulations made 
under section 70 Government Gazette no 34877 of 23 December 2011 in s 1 introduced an underwriting 
manager into insurance law. 

18 Insurance Act 18 of 2017, defines a cell captive in s 1.
19 See in general Anderson Underwriting para 35 where Anderson intended to “merge” with Constantia and 

to continue as a division of Constantia. Constantia could keep the name Anderson because of the goodwill 
attached to it — but did not. For example, Anderson had approximately R144 000 000 in annual premiums. 

20 Ibid. para 56. 
21 Anderson Underwriting para 54.
22 Uniform High Court Rule 14 refers to how to cite associations and the like. This Rule has no bearing on the 

citing of a division. 
23 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 4. The respondent is Santam Limited, a company duly incorporated and registered as 

a company in South Africa and situated in Bellville, Western Cape. The Court never referred to the division 
as a party to the case. 
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Leisure Insurance a Division of Santam Ltd, similar to the citation in the Anderson case.  

3 FACTS OF THE MA-AFRIKA HOTELS CASE

The facts of the Ma-Afrika Hotels case can be summarised as follows: Santam sold business 
interruption insurance cover to Ma-Afrika Hotels which operates or manages seven different 
companies in South Africa.24 This insurance product is regarded as short-term insurance, since 
Santam is a registered short-term insurer. The insured amount was R106 million for any losses 
suffered as a result of business interruptions resulting from, inter alia, notifiable diseases. 
Subsequent to the global outbreak of COVID-19, Ma-Afrika Hotels approached the High 
Court for a declaration order asking the court for a correct interpretation of the short-term 
product/policy wording that regulated business interruption cover and whether this disease fell 
within the specified radius.25 Santam argued the importance of a radius clause, since no insurer 
would accept liability for global pandemics. Santam’s policy wording required that a notifiable 
disease should have originated within a specific radius and it is clear that COVID-19 did not fit 
this requirement.26 Santam argued further that the real reason why Ma-Afrika Hotels suffered 
business interruptions was due to the lockdown regulations imposed by the South African 
government.27 
As a result of these lockdown regulations,28 Ma-Afrika Hotels received numerous cancellations 
(for approximately 800 rooms).29 Hard lockdown continued until the end of June 2020, with 
Ma-Afrika Hotels suffering financial losses of approximately R5,1 million.30 Santam rejected 
most of the claims submitted by Ma-Afrika Hotels because it argued that they were the result of 
the government-imposed lockdown.31 

4 DIFFERENT LEGAL SCENARIOS TO AVOID OR TO ACCEPT VIS MAJOR    
 LIABILITY

The technical arguments presented by Santam, for example, that COVID-19 did not originate 
within a 40 km radius, pose the question of why Santam did not focus on a vis major clause 

24 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 3. The first applicant, Ma-Afrika Hotels (Pty) Ltd, operates various entities t/a Best 
Western Cape Suites Hotel; the Village Café; Best Western International Inc; and BW International Licensing 
Inc. situated in Zonnebloem, Cape Town; Ma-Afrika Hotels (Pty) Ltd t/a Coopmanshuijs Boutique Hotel and 
Spa situated in Stellenbosch; Ma-Afrika Hotels (Pty) Ltd t/a Rivierbos Guest House situated in Stellenbosch; 
Ma Afrika Hotels (Pty) Ltd t/a Stellenbosch Hotel in Stellenbosch, Western Cape etcetera.

25 Ibid. para 5. 
26 Guardrisk Insurance para 4. In this appeal case, the policy wording stipulated a radius of 50 km. In this regard, 

the legal question was whether the lockdown caused business interruptions instead of a notifiable disease as 
a result of the radius clause. In other words, as a result of a notifiable disease and irrespective of whether it 
occurred within a 50 km radius, the business interruptions were the result of lockdown and lockdown is not 
an insurable risk. Tacitly, lockdown is not regulated in the policy and is, therefore, part of the common-law 
principle of supervening impossibility of performance — this was not argued by Guardrisk; Napier v Collet 
1995 3 SA 140 (A) 144. A radius clause could therefore be a clause that limits the consequences covered by 
a policy. 

27 Guardrisk Insurance para 6. 
28 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 17. 
29 Ibid. para 11. 
30 Ibid. para 11. Cancellation of rooms amounted to R4,500 000, and breakfast an additional R600 000. 
31 Ibid. paras 8–9, 13 and 33. Santam argued that the loss the applicants had suffered was a result of the 

lockdown and/or general concern or fear on the part of the public; Commissioner, South African Revenue 
Service v United Manganese of Kalahari Pty(Ltd) 2020 4 SA 428 (SCA) para 8 where the Court held that 
policy wording that regulates business activities is a business document and a business-like interpretation is 
required between the parties; in addition, the interpretation should also be fair and sensible.
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without a radius (non-radius clause) to exclude liability.32 It is clear that Santam tried to amend 
the policy wording on 1 June 2020 to reject liability for all notifiable diseases, irrespective 
of where they originated as a vis major event.33 The answer to this question seems to be that 
approximately 15 years ago national and international insurers inserted radius clauses to limit 
their liability for notifiable diseases.34 As a result, the possibility exists that both international 
and national insurance companies concluded relevant reinsurance contracts to cover their 
financial losses. Generally, a reinsurance contract would specify that the financial losses should 
exceed a certain amount within a specific period.35 As a practical example, in the short-term 
insurance industry in South Africa, most vehicle insurers conclude reinsurance agreements 
(commonly known as a reinsurance treaty) with reinsurers to cover financial losses resulting 
from a hailstorm as a vis major event. The aggregate damages should exceed a specific financial 
loss threshold (e.g. R10 million) within a specific period, for example, 72 hours to keep the 
reinsurer liable. The date and time of the hailstorm must be recorded and all hail claims that fall 
within 72 hours will be paid by the reinsurer on condition that the losses are in excess of R10 
million. The reinsurer will not settle those claims or accept liability unless the aggregate is more 
than R10 million within 72 hours; if these requirements are not met, the insurer remains liable 
for the hailstorm damages.
Based on this reinsurance principle, relevant to short-term insurance, I assume a similar 
reinsurance treaty could have existed between Santam and a reinsurer and perhaps a similar 
72-hour period relevant to COVID-19.36 This is mere speculation and I  assume that the 72-hour 
period could not have produced the required aggregate losses, since COVID-19 only peaked at 
the end of June 2020 (first wave).37 The first two COVID-19 cases were recorded on 2 March 
2020 and on 16 January 2021, with an estimated 1.3 million COVID-19 cases being recorded 
— these increased exponentially unlike a hailstorm.38 In this regard, a reinsurance claim for 
notifiable diseases could not have existed between the insurer and reinsurer for financial losses 
suffered within 72 hours. This is mere speculation but this paragraph tries to explain why Santam 
was liable for notifiable diseases or, more specifically, COVID-19.39 Since most reinsurance 
contracts or treaties are subject to a window period (72-hour period) as a contractual condition 
for liability, the USA has tried to follow a different approach to reinsurance claims, promulgating 
legislation to regulate the consequences of notifiable diseases as part of a reinsurance claim, 

32 Ibid. para 33 quotes the policy wording as follows: “Infectious Diseases/Pollution/Shark and Animal Attack 
Extension Loss as insured by this Section resulting in [from] interruption or interference with the Business 
due to: (a) … (b) Notifiable Disease occurring at the Premises or attributable to food or drink supplied from 
the Premises (c) … (d) Notifiable Disease occurring within a radius of 40 kilometres of the Premises (e) … 
Special Provisions (a) ‘Notifiable Disease’ shall mean illness sustained by any person resulting from (i) … 
(ii) Any human infections or human contagious disease an outbreak of which the competent local authority 
has stipulated shall be notified to them.”

33 Guardrisk Insurance para 14. The policy wording excludes a global event, thus it could be interpreted that no 
provision is made for an act of God in the contract or, if it is not part of a contractual interpretation, then the 
common-law principle of supervening impossibility of performance will void claims relevant to a pandemic. 

34 See in general the Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002. 
35 Ibid.  
36 Buthelezi “Evolving Risk Leaves Insurance Customers Exposed as Reinsurers Reconsider Cover – Santam 

Research” News 24 (9 September 2021) https://www.news24.com/fin24/companies/evolving-risks-leave-
customers-exposed-as-reinsurers-reconsider-cover-santam-research-20210908 (accessed 09-09-2021). In 
this article, reinsurers do not want to cover pandemic claims in the future. 

37 Centre for Respiratory Disease and Meningitis, “An Update on Covid-19 Outbreak in South Africa: The 
First and the Second Wave of COVID 19 Cases in South Africa” 2021 Communicable Disease Communique  
https://www.nicd.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/An-update-on-COVID-19-outbreak-in-South-Africa_
The-first-and-second-wave.pdf (accessed 05-05-2021) 6–8. 

38 Ibid.
39 Peters Flamman 427–437.
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irrespective of whether an insurer had a reinsurance contract and irrespective of the window 
period for calculating the aggregate losses. This proposed legislation and its implications are 
discussed in the next section. 

 5 THE USA BUSINESS INTERRUPTION INSURANCE COVERAGE BILL 2020  
 AND OTHER US BILLS

Earlier, it was noted that Santam amended its policy wording on 1 June 2020 to exclude liability 
for global pandemic events instead of relying on its radius clause to escape liability.40 It is 
possible that other insurers, both locally and abroad, could have amended their policy wordings 
to reject liability for any notifiable disease outbreak. In this regard, clear liability is therefore 
excluded between the insurer and the insured. 
On 14 April 2020, US Representative Mike Thompson introduced the Business Interruption 
Insurance Coverage Bill, 2020, which was referred to the Committee on Financial Services 
for comments on how to regulate insurer liability based on the exclusion of liability clauses, 
including radius clauses.41 The purpose of the Bill is to ensure that insurance coverage exists 
for notifiable diseases, irrespective of liability exclusion clauses or radius clauses. In other 
words, the legislation proposes to void any exclusion liability clause (including a radius clause) 
relevant to business interruption claims.42 In addition, irrespective of whether a reinsurance 
treaty existed between the insurer and the reinsurer, this proposed legislation keeps the insurer 
liable and not the reinsurer.43 The reason for this could be that there were very few reinsurance 
claims in the USA resulting from, for example, a window period (72-hour period) exceeding 
the minimum amount of damages or financial losses.44 As a result, in terms of the proposed Bill, 
insurers will be liable without the option of submitting a reinsurance claim to the reinsurer.45 
The Pandemic Risk Bill, 2020, was introduced by US Representative Carolyn Maloney.46 This 
Bill seeks to introduce a mandatory reinsurance risk programme between insurers and the 
Department of Treasury.47 In this regard, a similar reinsurance programme that traditionally 
exists between insurers and reinsurers is introduced and provision is made for a unique form 
of reinsurance by increasing the policyholder’s monthly premium by 15 per cent. This 15 
per cent payment is payable to the Department of Treasury to act as a “reinsurer” to settle 
business interruption claims. In addition, irrespective of the existence of a radius clause or 
otherwise, such clauses are void in terms of the Pandemic Risk Bill to ensure liability on the 
part of the Department of Treasury. Although this is a practical attempt to solve the reinsurance 
problem, one must keep in mind that most insurers sell policies competitively irrespective of 
40 Guardrisk Insurance paras 8–9; Turner “Evaluation how Legislation Responds to Business Interruption” 

2020 Property Casualty 360 https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2020/05/15/evaluating-how-legislation-
responds-to-business-interr uption/?slreturn=20210219022246 (accessed 10-05-2021).  

41 The Business Interruption Insurance Coverage Bill 2020 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/
house-bill/6494/text (accessed 01-06-2021); Seaman and Selby “Proposed Federal Business Interruption 
Insurance Coverage Act” 2020 Hinshaw https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/proposed-federal-business-
interruption-25591/ (accessed 11-05-2021). 

42 The Business Interruption Insurance Coverage Bill 2020 ss 2(1) and 3(a). 
43 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 36. 
44 Ibid. paras 18–19. 
45 Turner “Evaluation how Legislation Responds to Business Interruption” 2020 Property Casualty 360 https://

www.propertycasualty360.com/2020/05/15/evaluating-how-legislation-responds-to-business-interruption/?
slreturn=20210219022246 (accessed 10-05-2021).  

46 The Pandemic Risk Bill 2020 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7011/text (accessed 
01-06-2021).

47 Lathrop “Pandemic Risk Insurance Act 2020 Introduced in Congress – A Federal Backstop for Business 
Interruption and even Cancelation Losses” 2020 Moore and Van Allen https://www.jdsupra.com/legal news/
pandemic-risk-insurance-act-of-2020-27937/ (accessed 06-06-2021). 
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the inclusion of a reinsurance premium — reinsurance is an optional contract between the 
insurer and reinsurer only, and it is not mandatory in South Africa or the USA that insurers have 
a reinsurance treaty.48 
The Pandemic Risk Bill differs from the Business Interruption Insurance Coverage Bill in that 
the former introduces a type of reinsurance that is not subject to a window period (72-hour 
period);49 only a minimum monetary value is introduced by the Bill to activate the reinsurance 
programme.50 In this regard, policyholder claims in the aggregate must exceed US$250 million 
up to a limit of US$750 million to keep the Federal government liable as a reinsurer. However, 
should the claims exceed US$750 million the Federal government or the Department of 
Treasury will not be liable to settle any business interruption claims caused by COVID-19.51 In 
this regard, when the aggregate claims are in excess of US$750 million the Treasury Secretary 
must issue a pro-rata formula for the way in which the Federal government and insurers will 
be sharing those losses proportionally.52 To add to this explanation, the following paragraph 
illustrates South Africa’s regulatory approach to vis major clauses that exclude insurer liability 
as a result of COVID-19 as a notifiable disease.53 

6 FINANCIAL SERVICES CONDUCT AUTHORITY (FSCA) ADMINISTRATIVE  
 DECISIONS RELEVANT TO POLICY WORDING

As was discussed earlier, it is clear that the USA proposed insurer liability regulation to either 
void exclusion clauses (irrespective of whether the clause is a radius clause) or to introduce a 
type of reinsurance programme.54 In South Africa, the FSCA announced that insurers should 
be liable to pay business interruption claims; the South African government did not propose 
coronavirus liability for business interruption claims as discussed in the previous section with 
reference to the US Federal government.55 It was specifically argued by the FSCA that insurers 
cannot use lockdown regulations as an argument to avoid the settlement of policyholder claims 
or to reject policyholder claims based on radius clauses.56 The FSCA also states that insurers 
cannot reject claims based on different radius-clause interpretations or lockdown arguments.
As an example, hard lockdown was introduced on 23 March 2020 and consequently amended on 
28 March to include restaurant businesses (and other similar types of businesses), presenting an 
argument (to insurers) that business interruptions were actually caused by lockdown regulations 
instead of the COVID-19 outbreak.57 In the FSCA Communication, paragraph 6.2, it is evident 
that the FSCA only wanted to regulate radius clauses and was not aiming to regulate non-radius 

48 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 23. 
49 The Pandemic Risk Bill 2020 ss 4(a)(3) and 4(g). 
50 Ibid. s 3(1)(B). 
51 Ibid. s 3(1). 
52 Lathrop 2020 Moore and Van Allen. 
53 Guardrisk Insurance para 14. The policy wording excludes a global disease event because of a radius clause 

or proximate clause. If it excludes such an event, is it an exclusion clause that is relevant to an act of God 
or should the common-law principle apply — supervening impossibility of performance? Both deal with an 
“act of God”, but an explicit contractual term refers generally to a vis major or act of God event for which 
the insurer is not liable. With radius policies, it is not clear whether an explicit exclusion clause or part of the 
common-law is relevant. 

54 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 25. 
55 Ibid. para 22. 
56 FSCA Communication 34 of 2020 https://www.fsca.co.za/Regulatory%20Frameworks/Temp/FSCA %20

Communication%2034%20of%202020%20(INS).pdf (accessed 10-05-2021) para 3.4, relevant to policy 
wordings that exclude a pandemic or vis major. 

57 Guardrisk Insurance para 14. 
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clauses that exclude liability for vis major events.58 In other words, vis major clauses that exclude 
liability on the basis of a pandemic or otherwise require no FSCA regulation and, contrary to the 
US Business Interruption Insurance Coverage Bill, those clauses remain valid and enforceable 
in South Africa. In this regard, the FSCA expressed its opinion that radius clauses should not 
exclude liability for any insurer; rather, a radius clause should be considered a void clause 
to warrant insurer liability. Should any insurer disagree with the FSCA communication, the 
FSCA could make use of section 144(1)(b) of the Financial Sector Regulation Act, to issue 
directives as a form of legal instrument to enforce its opinion. For example, section 144(1)(b) 
could be used by the FSCA to require insurers (or a specific insurer) to treat their customers or 
policyholders fairly by settling business interruption claims.59 
Clearly, if an insurer delays the payment for business interruptions based on a radius clause 
or settlement of a radius claim or uses an interpretation to avoid the FSCA Communication,60 
the FSCA may also issue a directive in terms of section 144(1)(b) informing the insurer that it 
should settle the policyholder’s claim immediately as a method to protect the integrity of the 
insurance industry.61 The FSCA did not issue any section 144(1)(b) directives to Santam or any 
other insurer.62 To increase an understanding of radius clauses, how do policyholders measure 
a 40 km radius? Using a Global Positioning System (GPS) or otherwise? The Santam policy 
wording does not require the employees of policyholders to carry a tracking device. Moreover, 
how can it be ascertained whether an employee of a policyholder became infected within the 40  
km radius?63 Also, why not a 50 km radius? Why not a 10 km radius instead? 
Even if it were possible to track the GPS coordinates of each and every employee of the 
insured to validate a claim for business interruptions that occurred within a radius, it would be 

58 FSCA Communication 34 of 2020.
59 Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017 s 144(1)(b) states the following: 
 “The Financial Sector Conduct Authority may issue to a financial institution a written directive requiring the 

financial institution to take action specified in the directive if:
 (a) the financial institution is conducting its business in a way that poses a material risk to the efficiency and 

integrity of financial markets;
 (b) the financial institution’s treatment of its financial customers is such that the institution will not be able 

to comply with its obligations in relation to the fair treatment of financial customers;
 (c) the financial institution is providing financial education in a manner that is not in accordance with relevant 

conduct standards.” 
60 FSCA Communication 34 of 2020; See in general Guardrisk Insurance Company paras 27–28. The Court 

held the view that a radius is a qualification criterion to distinguish between a valid and invalid claim. I can 
argue even further, it distinguishes between a valid claim and an act of God or the supervening impossibility 
of performance. Guardrisk argued that a valid claim could only exist when the local authority (the City of 
Cape Town) instead of the State or national government (South Africa) took action against the pandemic. 
The Court, therefore, asked: should cover be denied because the national government instead of the local 
authority took action? Not a very convincing argument before the Court on how to activate a valid claim 
within a radius. 

61 FSCA communication 34 of 2020 para 3.4.
62 Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017 s 106(4)(c) states the following: “A conduct standard may declare 

specific conduct in connection with a financial product or a financial service to be unfair business conduct if 
the conduct:

 (a) …
 (b) …
 (c) is unfairly prejudicing or is likely to unfairly prejudice financial customers or a category of financial 

customers;
 (d) …”
63 FSCA communication 34 of 2020 para 5, states that insurers require policyholders to present evidence of a 

radius compliant claim. 
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considered an unfair business practice by the FSCA.64 In addition, the FSCA considered radius 
clauses as arbitrary clauses to avoid insurer liability. It is possible for an insurer to appeal an 
FSCA decision in terms of section 219 of the Financial Sector Regulation Act. Subsequently, 
the Financial Sector Tribunal may reconsider any FSCA decisions (or evidence by relevant 
directives) and the orders the Tribunal may make are regulated separately by the Promotion of 
Administrative Justice Act. 65 
On the other hand, it is therefore possible (in the opinion of the author) that the Financial 
Services Tribunal may make an order prohibiting the FSCA from issuing any directives that 
insurers should settle business interruption claims immediately (s 8(1)(c)) or that all radius 
clauses are valid instead of being void (s 8(2)(c)).66 The last sentence is mere speculation since 
there is no reported Tribunal decision in this regard.
What is of interest is the fact that the FSCA held the view that sections 8(1)(c) or 8(2), as 
relevant to appeal procedures, could also result in prejudice to policyholders, as issuing a 
Tribunal determination/judgment could take some time to be finalised and could also be taken 
on review to the High Court and may result in further delays to settle policyholder claims.67 To 
avoid the latter, (for example, legal proceedings) the FSCA proposed the following: “FSCA will 
explore alternatives to bring about the expeditious finalisation of such matters [radius claims] in 
order to avoid costly and protracted litigation [for policyholders].”68 
It should be remembered that the Financial Services Tribunal has its own rules, and legal 
representation is an option. It should also be noted that any FSCA decision is subject to review 
unless it is decisions or directives that form part of sections 18(2) and 30(1) of the Financial Sector 
Regulation Act. In this regard, the Reserve Bank may request the FSCA to issue a Reserve Bank 
decision or directive on its behalf, for example how the FSCA should be regulating the current 
COVID-19 pandemic. What those specific decisions may be in practice remains unclear.69 Those 
decisions in the Financial Sector Regulation Act are umbrella recommendations, for example, 
to issue directives to protect insurers from undue financial risk — in this regard, undue risk 
could imply no insurer liability due to the COVID-19 pandemic as a method to protect the 

64 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 30. Why a 40 km radius, or 50 km radius, why not a 5 km radius 
or even closer, a 2 km radius? A radius has kilometre qualification to distinguish between a valid and vis 
major claim and this is arbitrary. Instead, a pure and simple vis major claim would have solved these legal 
problems. 

65 Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 sections 8(1)(c) and 8(2) state as follow:
 “8(1)(c) setting aside the administrative action and:
 (i) remitting the matter for reconsideration by the administrator, with or without directions; or 
 (ii) in exceptional cases:
 (aa) substituting or varying the administrative action or correcting a defect resulting from the administrative 

action; or
 (bb) …
 8(2) The court or tribunal, in proceedings for judicial review in terms of section 6(3), may grant any order 

that is just and equitable, including orders:
 (a) directing the taking of the decision;
 (b) declaring the rights of the parties in relation to the taking of the decision;
 (c) directing any of the parties to do, or to refrain from doing … or the refraining from the doing, of which 

the court or tribunal considers necessary to do justice between the parties  …”
66 Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000. For example, ss 8(1)(c) or 8(2)(b). 
67 FSCA Communication 34 of 2020 paras 6.1–6.6.  
68 Ibid. para 6.6. [My inclusion]. 
69 Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017 ss 18(1-2) and s 218(j) refers that such a decision is not subject to 

review.   
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insurance industry from collapsing, as an example.70  

7 SANTAM RADIUS CLAUSE IN PERSPECTIVE

In view of the above discussion, it is clear that short-term insurance products for business 
interruption can either exclude any vis major event or include a radius clause to accept or reject 
vis major liability.71 A radius clause is a blended clause,72 in other words, a borderline between 
valid and invalid claims exists as a result of a specific radius measured in kilometres.73 The 
scientific basis for a 40 km74 instead of a 50 km radius remains unclear.75 The borderline liability 
is arbitrary,76 and as a result, the differences between valid and invalid claims are also based on 

70 Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017 s 18(2)(b)(ii) states: “preventing or reducing the spread of risk, 
weakness or disruption through the financial system.” If an insurer has no reinsurance claim or FSCA forces 
insurers to pay radius claims which could cause an insurance industry collapse, the Reserve Bank may 
intervene to prevent this from happening. 

71 Guardrisk Insurance paras 10–11.
72 Moolla 2020 De Rebus 13; Tuhf Limited v Lakewood Pty(Ltd) (2098/2020) [2021] ZAFSHC 41 (19 February 

2021) paras 6, 24 and 28. In this case, university students could not occupy rental premises due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The question, inter alia, was whether the contract between a creditor and debtor is 
void on the basis of the supervening impossibility of performance. The Court quoted the following with 
approval: “As a general rule impossibility of performance brought about by vis major or casus fortuitous 
will excuse performance of a contract. But it will not always do so. In each case it is necessary to ‘look to 
the nature of the contract, the relation of the parties, the circumstances of the case, and the nature of the 
impossibility invoked by the defendant, to see whether the general rule ought, in the particular circumstances 
of the case, to be applied.’ The rule will not avail a defendant if the impossibility is self-created; nor will 
it avail the defendant if the impossibility is due to his or her fault. Save possibly in circumstances where a 
plaintiff seeks specific performance, the onus of proving the impossibility will lie upon the defendant.” 

73 Griesel v Piet Haasbroek (538/2016) [2017] ZASCA 39 (30 March 2017) paras 5–9. A buffalo should be 
sedated to draw blood with the scientific purpose of understanding whether the buffalo is free from disease. 
If the buffalo has no disease, a transport permit will be issued to the owner of the buffalo to transport it to 
the buyer. In this case, a buyer bought a buffalo that died during sedation. Consequently, the common-law 
principle of the supervening impossibility of performance is relevant. 

74 Warmback “Coronavirus: A South African Perspective” 2020 Shepstone and Wylie https://wylie.co.za/
articles/coronavirus-a-south-african-perspective/ (accessed 20-04-2021). If a vis major clause is not specific 
with regard to excluding contractual liability pertaining to the act of God, the parties are still bound by 
the contract, unless the common-law principle of supervening impossibility of performance is relevant to 
that circumstance. The common-law principle is a weighing up of factors to accept or reject the objective 
impossibility of performance. It should be remembered that the passing of the risk principle is also relevant, 
in other words, the buyer accepts the risk of paying before actual delivery. 

75 Centriq Insurance v Oosthuizen 2019 (3) SA 387 (SCA) para 17. To interpret an insurance contract the 
analysis should be objective and establish what the parties actually intended, but the words in the contract 
differ from their true intention; Kliptown Clothing Industries Pty(Ltd) v Marine and Trade Insurance Co of 
SA Ltd 1961 1 SA 103 (A) 107. A liberal instead of a conservative interpretation is required for indemnity 
contracts. 

76 Rhoodie “Lease Agreements and COVID-19” 2020 Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr https://www.cliffedekkerhofmeyr.
com/en/news/publications/2020/corporate/corporate-and-dispute-alert-22-april-lease-agreement-and-
Covid-19.html (accessed 20-04-2021). The lockdown regulations allowed essential workers/employees to 
continue with their duties during the lockdown period. The reasonable-person-test is used to understand 
objectively the impossibility of performance in the common law, namely whether the lessee can perform his 
contractual duties which are unavoidable in practice. A vis major clause may stipulate a payment holiday 
for the lessee during an act of God event, in this regard the contract remains valid. Or agricultural business 
leases and the contract could specify a specific radius or radius in square metres (or kilometres) within which 
a lessee must conduct his or her farming activities. If the farmer who rents the “radius” or radius in square 
metres is affected by hard lockdown rules prohibiting any form of farming activity, the possibility exists that 
the common-law principle of supervening impossibility of performance is relevant to terminate the contract. 
However, if the lessee of an agricultural leased contract is an IT specialist, the lessee can still work remotely 
and thus the common-law principle of supervening impossibility of performance is irrelevant to terminate the 
contract.
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arbitrary decisions to either reject or accept liability.77

However, in the High Court Santam argued that it never had the intention to accept liability 
for a global pandemic;78 in other words,79 Santam never had the intention to insure notifiable 
diseases that originated outside the 40 km radius.80 In brief, Santam argued that the purpose of 
the radius clause is to explain the limitations of its liability.81 Santam also argued that no insurer 
would insure the consequences of a global pandemic.82 
To support the importance of a radius clause to limit the insurer’s liability, Santam referred to 
the United Kingdom case of Orient Express Hotels Limited v Assicurazioni General Spa (UK) 
(t/a Generali Global Risk).83 In this matter, the “but for” test was used to understand whether 
the owner of a hotel (policyholder) suffered business interruptions resulting from surrounding 
damages caused by a hurricane. In this case, the city of New Orleans was destroyed by Hurricane 
Katrina and the court agreed with the insurer that the reason or cause for business interruptions 
was the destruction of the city and confirmed the rejection of the policyholder’s claim. This 
decision, in my opinion, is unfair. While the hotel (insured against business interruptions) did 
not suffer any physical damage, it did suffer business interruptions as no tourists would be 
visiting the city during that time. The same rationale exists to avoid liability for COVID-19; the 
South African government issued lockdown regulations that prevented Ma-Afrika Hotels from 
accepting tourists. 
While the hotel was undamaged no tourists or tourism was allowed — this was the actual reason 
for the business interruptions suffered by Ma-Afrika Hotels. However, one could explain the 
“but for” test differently — is Hurricane Katrina part of a chain of events that caused business 
interruptions? The answer to this question is clear; that is, the hotel owner suffered business 
interruptions because the hurricane destroyed the city, rendering it unattractive to tourists. The 
actual causa or reason for the interruptions was not a damaged hotel “but for” a damaged city.84 
In line with the judgment in the Orient Express Hotels case, which was decided in favour of the 
insurer not to settle any business interruption claims, Santam attempted to use this judgment 
to illustrate the fact that lockdown regulations caused the actual business interruptions — not 
a notifiable disease.85 In the Ma-Afrika Hotels case, Goliath JDP86 relied on a test case decided 
also in the United Kingdom, namely The Financial Conduct Authority v Arch Insurance (UK), 

77 Guardrisk Insurance para 14. 
78 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 22. 
79 Ibid. para 26. 
80 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 43. 
81 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 21. The lockdown regulations are part and parcel of the radius 

clause and one cannot be separated from the other. 
82 Kliptown Clothing where there are two susceptible interpretations an interpretation that will sustain the claim 

and cover the loss must be preferred to an interpretation to avoid a claim or loss. 
83 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 79; Orient-Express Hotels 1186. 
84 Ma-Afrika Hotels paras 13 and 43 and Cloete J para 27: “The insurer resisted the claim on the basis that the 

business interruption would have occurred regardless of the physical damage to the hotel building as a result 
of destruction brought by the hurricane which left the city effectively in shut down mode. The dispute found 
its way up to the High Court where in essence it was confirmed that since the insured peril was physical 
damage to the hotel, the claim for business interruption was limited to that resulting from such physical 
damage and no more.”

85 See in general Guardrisk Insurance para 23: “The consequence is that no insurance company would have 
underwritten a policy where the risk of such a large scale and unimagined losses could materialise.” 

86 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 44. It is also referred to as the “but for” test to establish causation. For example, the 
applicant suffered losses, but would he still have suffered losses had it not been for lockdown rules? See in 
general Guardrisk Insurance paras 45 where the Court held: “[s]o the proper question in applying the ‘but 
for’ test in this case is to ask whether, but for the defined event (properly understood as the occurrence of 
Covid-19 and the government response) would the business have been interrupted.”
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where the following view on insurer liability was held as true and correct by the court, for 
example, that in the event insurers argue non-liability for notifiable diseases that occurred 
outside of the radius, they are actually ignoring the fact that COVID-19 is a global pandemic 
with individual outbreaks from “indivisible parts”, in other words, COVID-19 should be seen 
as one singular outbreak in the UK. 87 
If one focuses on The Financial Conduct Authority case, it becomes clear why the High 
Court rejected Santam’s argument pertaining to lockdown regulations to avoid liability.88 The 
Financial Conduct Authority case is pertinent, that the coronavirus or COVID-19 is a global 
pandemic and relevant lockdown regulations should be seen as one indivisible event; it is part 
of the same chain of events to prevent the spreading of COVID-19.89 Therefore, fairness or 
reasonableness requires an interpretation that favours the policyholder — Ma-Afrika Hotels — 
to settle Ma-Afrika Hotels’ claim for business interruptions.90 
To argue that the coronavirus did not originate within a specific radius (or as a result of lockdown 
regulations) is simply to deprive Ma-Afrika Hotels of their contractual expectation to receive 
compensation for business interruptions.91 For this reason, the causa or reason why Ma-Afrika 
Hotels suffered financial losses is because of a single event — the outbreak of COVID-19 and 
the South African government’s reaction to stop the spread of the coronavirus are part of the 
same chain of events.92 

8 CONCLUSION 

Although a radius clause is susceptible to two different interpretations — the inclusion of insurer 
liability within the radius and the exclusion of insurer liability outside the radius93 — the court 
in the Ma-Afrika Hotels case required a reasonable and fair interpretation of radius clauses. 
In this regard, such an interpretation must favour the Ma-Afrika Hotels’ claim for business 
interruptions since Ma-Afrika Hotels believed that the insurance policy would protect it against 
financial losses suffered as a result of business interruptions.94 In this regard, Goliath JDP in the 

87 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 70 (see also para 38); See also The Financial Conduct Authority v Arch Insurance 
(UK) On appeal from [2020] EWHC 2448 (Comm) paras 111 and 324 https://www.supremeCourt.uk/cases/
docs/uksc-2020-0177-judgment.pdf (accessed 12-08-2021).

88 Café Chameleon CC v Guardrisk Insurance Company Ltd (5736/2020) [2020] ZAWCHC (26 June 
2020) paras 5–13 and 44–61. Regulations relating to the Surveillance and Control of Notifiable Medical 
Conditions Government Gazette no 41330 of 15 December 2017 s 12(2)(a) which is published under the 
National Health Act 61 of 2003 states that a notifiable disease (e.g. COVID-19) poses a health risk to South 
Africa as a whole; Botes and Thaldar “Covid-19 and Quarantine Orders: A Practical Approach” 2020 SAMJ  
http://www.scielo.org.za/pdf/samj/v110n6/06.pdf (accessed 06-06-2021). 

89 Commissioner, South African Revenue Service v United Manganese of Kalahari Pty(Ltd) 2020 4 SA 428 
(SCA) para 8 where the Court held that policy wording that regulates business activities is a business 
document and a business-like interpretation is required.

90 Ma-Afrika Hotels para 36. 
91 Ibid. paras 37 and 76. 
92 Ibid. para 91. 
93 Ibid. paras 36, 71 and 91; See in general Guardrisk Insurance paras 32–33, 36 and 37 where the Court 

used the phrase “proper reading” to understand the insurance radius clause. The causation requirement in 
insurance law may require a “but for” test to indicate insurer liability. The Court held that the “but for” test 
brings unfair results and Courts should be cautioned when applying this test to determine causation; see also 
Minister of Safety and Security v Van Duivenboden 2002 6 SA 431 (SCA) para 25; Leyland Shipping Co Ltd 
v Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society Ltd [1918] AC 350 365; Incorporated General Insurances Ltd v 
Shooter t/a Shooter’s Fisheries 1987 1 SA 842 (A) 862. To establish causation, one should ask whether the 
factual circumstances led to legal liability or, in other words, the factual cause created a legal cause. 

94 Ma-Afrika Hotels paras 15 and 86 after the applicant submitted a claim to Santam, Santam inserted a better-
worded exclusion clause on 1 June 2020. Santam was also confused as to whether the indemnity period was 
three or 18 months. 
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Ma-Afrika Hotels case held that radius clauses are unreasonable and unfair.95 
To understand why radius clauses should be rejected in the law of contract relevant to insurance 
law, Goliath JDP focused on The Financial Conduct Authority case to understand what 
constitutes a single event or single chain of events for liability purposes. Goliath JDP held that 
the outbreak of COVID-19 in South Africa and lockdown regulations should be seen as a single 
event that resulted in Ma-Afrika Hotels suffering financial losses.96 Goliath JDP held the same 
view as was held in The Financial Conduct Authority case that the factual circumstances should 
not be used to limit the application of the “but for” test, because such a test may produce unfair 
results by focusing solely on the factual circumstances as separate events in the law.97 

95 Ibid. para 84. 
96 Ibid. para 36. 
97 Ibid. paras 12, 71 and 76. 


